This study aims at analysing metaphorical expressions and reconstructing TERRORISM metaphors in British and Lithuanian media political discourse in the theoretical framework of cognitive linguistics and political philosophy (Lakoff and Johnson 1999, Johnson 1993, Elshtain 2004, Fairclough 2001, Spencer 2006, Turner 2002, etc.). For that purpose, thirty-six analytical articles, searched by the key word ‘terrorism (En.) / terorizmas (Lith.)’ were collected from the online archives of The Economist and www.politika.lt. The method applied to investigate the collected data is that of qualitative analysis in the theoretical framework of cognitive linguistics and conceptual metaphor theory (Чудинов 2001, Fauconnier and Turner 2002, Kövecses 2002, Lakoff 2001, 2002, etc.). The findings reveal that despite different time patterns of the collected data sources (i.e. English 2010; Lithuanian 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008) the analogous metaphors of WAR, CRIME and HEALTH have been reconstructed. Their analysis shows the prevalence of pragmatic political morality to TERRORISM governed by the concepts of STRENGTH, ORDER and CONTROL. Even more, their use spreads fear of terrorism by exploiting the image of terrifying war scenes, serious criminal activities and the deadly virus rapidly contaminating social order.
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Ambiguity of the term ‘terrorism’: historical analogy

The concept of terrorism is notorious for its ambiguous use among governments or academic analysts. Independently of the context, it is almost invariably used in a pejorative sense with reference to describing life-threatening actions perpetrated by politically motivated self-appointed sub-state groups (Mclean and McMillan 1996, p. 532). However, it should be noted that the pejorative sense of terrorism is lost when the afore-mentioned life-threatening actions are carried out on behalf of a widely approved cause. On that occasion, the term ‘terrorism’ is generally avoided and substituted by other words bearing more positive
connotations such as *revolution*, *rebellion*, *upheaval* or *strike*.

Moreover, it should be noted that the terms ‘revolution’ and ‘terrorism’ are historically bounded thus inter-related. The political meaning of the former dates back to the late 15th century, derived from French, and was especially applied to the expulsion of Stuart dynasty under James II in 1688 and transfer of sovereignty to William and Mary (Mclean and McMillan 1996, Halsall 1997). The latter was first used in 1795 in the specific sense of government intimidation during the reign of terror in France. This historical evidence accounts for the fact of political ambiguity in using the term ‘terrorism’.

To avoid this ambiguity, Jean Bethke Elshtain offers to get the distinctions right as required by the ‘democratic argument’ (2004, p. 9–13). The ambiguity of the term ‘terrorism’ can be explained by the invariance of human perspectives: what is seen as the fight for freedom by one person, might be interpreted as an act of nihilism by another. Moreover, the ambiguity of this abstract concept can be explained by its contextual and metaphorical contingency, as context is very much determined by metaphors.

### Metaphors of TERROR

The analysis of TERROR metaphors allows to perceive cultural symbols and the system of moral expectations underlying political decision-making, foreign policy in particular. In his paper *Metaphors of Terror*, George Lakoff argues that the former US president Bush’s administration declarations of ‘war on terror’ were governed by conservative morality. In its view, war on terror is perceived as a fight between Good and Evil, in which ‘lesser evils’ are tolerated and seen as necessary and expected (2001, p. 7). Even more, such conservative morality allows politicians to make any decisions in the name of national security. Metaphors representing the conservative morality can be grouped under the heading of Pragmatic Moral Politics (Arcimavičienė 2010). If pragmatic politics prevails, terrorism will not end and even ‘turn its back on us’ (Lakoff 2001, p. 8). The pragmatic approach is linguistically supported by two metaphorical groups: MILITARY (i.e. WAR) and BUSINESS (i.e. SELF-INTEREST).

Besides MILITARY and BUSINESS metaphors underlying terrorism discourse, Alexander Spencer suggests a metaphorical shift of perspective from WAR to CRIME (2006a). This shift has transformed Al-Qaeda from an external to an internal threat, which has entailed a shift in counter-terrorism practices from a military to judicial response (Ibid. 2006a). Spencer also maintains the position that terrorism exists in dependence to our subjective understandings and culture (2006b).

The present study aims at analysing metaphorical linguistic expressions related to TERRORISM in British and Lithuanian media political discourse and reconstructing morality models and expectations governing British and Lithuanian political decision-making as related to TERRORISM. Media
political discourse has been selected with an intention to analyse political and social perceptions of TERRORISM from the perspective of British and Lithuanian journalists. Moreover, by analysing media political discourse power-language relationship is restored and evidence for power-holders’ ideology is provided. As noted by Fairclough, by analysing media political discourse "media power relations between power-holders and the mass of the population’ are discerned (2001, p. 43).

All this considered the following research questions have been raised:

1. How is TERRORISM perceived in British and Lithuanian media political discourse?

2. Which metaphorical linguistic expressions are associated with the concept of terrorism?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ENGLISH data / <a href="http://www.economist.com">www.economist.com</a></th>
<th>LITHUANIAN data / <a href="http://www.politika.lt">www.politika.lt</a></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. The bombs that stopped the happy talk (28 January 2010).</td>
<td>1. JAV prezidentas pavadino Iraną pagrindiniu terorizmo rėmėju (14 January 2008).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. You can’t fight in here, this is the war room (21 January 2010).</td>
<td>4. “Al Qaeda” Irake apmokė išpūdį ir vaikus (7 February 2008).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Data sources
3. On the basis of reconstructed conceptual metaphors, which political and moral perceptions of TERRORISM can be discerned?

To provide answers to these questions, the following data sources were accessed and the following articles searched by the key word terrorism were collected (Table 1).

Metaphorical expressions were selected from the sources indicated in the table above. The English data, collected from The Economist online, is cited ‘A’ in the paper. The Lithuanian data, derived from the website www.politika.lt, is cited ‘B’ in the paper, where the most recent eighteen articles were retrieved by the key word ‘terrorism (En.)/ terorizmas (Lith.)’ and sorted by date. Thus, by citing the above sources, the following principle is upheld: [DATE SOURCE_ARTICLE]. For instance, [A: 1] refers to the data source extracted from The Economist online and its article ‘The bombs that stopped the happy talk’ (January 28, 2010).

The cognitive method in the framework of political linguistics was applied to the collected data (Чудинов 2001, Lakoff 2001 2002, Lakoff and Johnson 1999, Arcimavičienė 2010). Metaphorical expressions were located and analysed in the following direction: TEXT > metaphorical expressions [basic meaning vs. contextual meaning = conflation] > conceptual metaphor [TARGET DOMAIN IS SOURCE DOMAIN] > moral implications.

The analysis has shown that TERRORISM in both languages is metaphorically perceived through the following source domains: WAR, CRIME and HEALTH. Let us consider each metaphorical pattern in more detail.

**WAR metaphor in British media political discourse**

The WAR / MILITARY metaphor does not come as a surprise, as the perceptions of new terrorism are based on the declaration of war on terror. However, what raises concerns is the moral nature of this metaphor, which unravels pragmatic attitudes or conservative morality in undertaking counter-terrorism measures. The military perception of terrorism is traced in the following metaphorical expressions:

- counter-terrorism operations, hardline Islamist groups, Al-Qaeda attacked, local targets, al-Qaeda and its allies were in decline both militarily and ideologically, failed attack, terrorist operators seeking to destabilise the region, al-Qaeda is still bent on hitting America with weapons of mass destruction, a bioterror attack, al-Qaeda leaders land a painful blow, protect targets to make attacks harder, the attackers going after softer targets etc.

The reconstructed military metaphors of WAR ON TERROR and TERRORISTS ARE ENEMIES allow both politicians and journalists to justify the use of violence against terrorists, who are portrayed as utter and unstoppable ‘evil’ incriminating fear, e. g.:

(1) <...> Britain is probably right to think it has more to fear from Islamist terrorism than any other country in Europe. [A: 5]

(2) Such attacks may be rare, but people fear them because the victims are chosen at random and the perpetrators are utterly merciless. [A: 9]

Moreover, the complementary element of the WAR metaphor is STRENGTH, as in effectively fighting terrorism (i. e. EVIL),
PHYSICAL STRENGTH and the use of AMMUNITION are is required. It implies that positive WAR ON TERROR outcomes might be guaranteed by the sufficient exertion of force and strict measures against terrorists, as in the following metaphorical expressions: **propelling manpower, fighting terrorism, protecting targets to make attacks harder** etc.

For that reason the American president Barack Obama is criticized for lacking ‘strength’ while fighting terrorism, at the same time being referred to as a ‘war president’, e. g.:

(3) *It is no surprise that the Republicans want to portray Mr Obama as soft on terrorism.* [A: 8]

(4) *<…> Mr Obama, the man who would reform health care, is also a war president, and one who has not yet proved to Americans that he can be a success at it.* [A: 8]

‘Softness’ in politics (in 3) originates from the ESSENCE metaphor, as reflected in the following conceptual structures: PERSON IS AN OBJECT and PERSON’S CHARACTER IS THE SUBSTANCE THE OBJECT IS MADE OF (Arcimavičienė 2010, p. 118). This conceptualization extends to political discourse as reflected in the use of the political metaphor POLITICIAN’S CHARACTER IS THE SUBSTANCE THE OBJECT IS MADE OF. Linguistically this metaphor is realized through such expressions as the **hard right, the soft left, politicians being a little bit softy, political sloppiness** etc.

 Appropriately, POLITICAL SOFTNESS is associated with the lack of strength and strictness. The above statement (in 3) illustrates Barack Obama’s ‘soft’ political attitude to terrorism, as being deficient in strength and strictness. Hence, political STRENGTH is seen as moral goodness in fighting terrorism.

**WAR metaphor in Lithuanian media political discourse**

In the Lithuanian data WAR / MILITARY metaphor has been also reconstructed on the basis of the metaphorical linguistic expressions as follow:

- *mūšis su terorizmu, terorizmas kovoja visais frontais ir prieš visus, karas su terorizmu vyksta visame pasaulyje, jis kruvinas ir nepripažįsta gailesčio, radikalieji islamistai pasiekė dar vieną pergalę, kova su terorizmu, teroristai siekia mobilizuoti rėmėjus ir šalininkus, teroristai smogia bet kur, užkirsti kelią teroristinėms atakoms, likviduoti išpuolių padarinius, karštieji taškai,* etc.

While analysing metaphorical expressions in Lithuanian, it has been observed that significant attention is given to describing terrorists in terms of their committed atrocities, by thus emphasizing the unavoidability of ‘war on terror’.

Even more, it is maintained that military passivity would immediately infer surrender and uncivilized approach to politics. The argument why the war on terror should be uncompromisingly launched is supported by the description of terrorists’ violence and the fear they impose. Here the parallel can be drawn with Thomas Friedman’s argument of economic crisis, where he claims that after the end of the Cold War and particularly after 9/11 ‘people had turned inward and begun to export their fears more than their hopes’ (2009, p. 7). Similarly, terrorism depicted in the analysed Lithuanian data particularly exports fears more than hopes, e. g.:
Iš tikrųjų, karas vyksta visame pasaulyje. Jis kruvinas ir nepripažįsta gailesčio [B: 18].

Organizacija (Al Qaeda) tapo metafizinio blogio, moderniausių technologijų įvaldymo ir gudrumo įsikūnijimu. Tai beveik antžmogiškas darinys [B: 17].

The use of the EVIL metaphor imposes fear on people, even more, it provides moral justification for any military interventions and actions against terrorism organizations.

To summarize, the use of the MILITARY metaphor in both British and Lithuanian media political discourse has given evidence to pragmatic morality. In this view, strategic thinking follows the pattern of political/economic ends justifying political/economic/social means. Thus, the use of violent measures (i.e. military response) to terrorism is seen as necessary for reaching political ends (i.e. ‘eradicating the enemy’ or ‘fighting the evil’). Paradoxically, the very idea of ‘fighting the Evil’ by evil measures does not make sense, as it intoxicates societies with fear and spreads feelings of revenge, which subsequently weaken people’s minds and democratic values.

CRIME metaphor

The use of the CRIME metaphor demonstrates terrorism as an evil act disrupting social order within a state and most importantly necessitating punishment. Even more, the use of such metaphor legitimizes the use of any counter-terrorism measures. It should be noted that the CRIME metaphor is categorically bounded with the WAR metaphor, as both allow to conceptually reconstruct TERRORISM in terms of EVIL.

However, in the case of the WAR metaphor, TERRORISM is seen as an EXTERNAL ENEMY / THREAT, to whom the global war is being declared; whereas, in the case of the CRIME metaphor, TERRORISM is metaphorically structured as an INTERNAL ENEMY / THREAT incriminating the internal order of a particular state.

As a complex conceptual system, the CRIME metaphor comprises such cognitive structures as: TERRORIST IS A CRIMINAL and TERRORIST ACT IS A CRIME. These metaphorical groups are linguistically supported by the following metaphorical expressions in the English data:

- South-East Asia’s most wanted fugitives, counter-terrorism operations, the capture or killing of terrorist suspects, killers, big terrorism plots, pursue terrorists and disrupt their plots, detect terrorists’ plans, introducing stern laws against terrorism, bomb plots, uncovering terrorists’ plots, suicide-bomber giving up his secrets in return for a plea bargain, etc.

and in the Lithuanian data:

- ši grupuotė jvykdė virtinę teroristinių aktų, terorizmas yra smurto naudojimas, nukentėčia etninių piliečių, išpuoliai prieš nekaltus žmones, teroristai vykstantys barbariškus veiksmus, demoniški veikimo planai, saulėtė nusikaltėlių, terorismo aktas yra aukščiausio lygio neteisingumo pavyzdys, etc.

In both languages TERRORISM is perceived as an unlawful evil act incriminating fear and disrupting the established social order. Alike in the case of WAR, the CRIME metaphor stimulates the spread of fear, as in most instances terrorism is disclosed in terms of a criminal offence which is unpredictable on the scale of evil, consider the following English utterances, e.g. Britain <…> has more to fear from Islamist terror-
ism than any other country in Europe [A: 5], people fear the attacks because the victims are chosen at random [A: 9], perpetrators are utterly merciless [A: 9].

The question that arises as to whether it is possible not to live in the world of fear and what measures should be undertaken to deal with it. The CRIME metaphor in the English data provides the answer to that question in terms of such expressions as ministers introducing plenty of stern laws [A: 5], taking terrorism seriously enough [A: 8]. Both ‘stern’ and ‘serious’ infer authoritarian, tough and uncompromising political approach to terrorism.

Similarly, in the Lithuanian data, fear imposed by terrorism is linguistically supported by the CRIME metaphor, where the reference to the importance of safety measures is made, as in patariama imtis ypatingų saugumo priemonių [B: 11].

To summarize, the use of the CRIME metaphor necessitates the importance of radical counter-terrorism measures provided by state governments. This metaphor legitimizes any counter-terrorism measures as a punishment act for the committed ‘evil’. At the same time, it has a preventative value, as anything declared punishable is generally avoided. However, the CRIME metaphor has negative social consequences: its use in the public domain (i.e. the media) spreads fear, which in its turn promotes angst and discrimination in a society.

HEALTH metaphor

As a complex conceptual system, the HEALTH metaphor involves the following cognitive structures: POLITICS IS HEALTH, PROBLEM IS AN ILLNESS, TERRORISM IS DANGEROUS FOR POLITICAL HEALTH, and TERRORISM IS AN INFECTIOUS VIRUS. These metaphorical groups were reconstructed on the basis of the following metaphorical linguistic expressions in the British sample:

- severe terrorist threat levels, terrorism landing a painful blow, the virus of jihadism, intervention may neutralise terrorist cells, prevent terrorism, deadly terrorism, vulnerable to terrorist groups, etc.

and its Lithuanian counterpart:

- sutramdytas tarptautinis terorizmas, didina mūsų šalis atsparumą terorizmui, pats didžiausias specialiųjų tarnybų galvos skausmas, patariama imtis ypatingo saugumo priemonių, pažaboti tarptautinį terorizmą, etc.

The use of the HEALTH metaphor gives evidence to pragmatic political decision-making. To be more precise, TERRORISM is perceived as an ILLNESS or an INFECTIOUS VIRUS, which implies, if not treated appropriately, ‘deadly’ consequences. Thus, the spread of terrorism ‘virus’ has to be stopped, which requires preventative or radical measures or immediate response such as ‘renewed direct intervention’ [A: 14] or ‘foreign donors’ [A: 3].

Here are some linguistic expressions referring to ‘preventative measures’ found in the collected samples of the Lithuania data: tai tikrai didina mūsų šalies atsparumą terorizmo keliamamis pavojams [B: 9], Lietuva įsipareigoja pažaboti tarptautinį terorizmą [B: 13].

To summarize, the reconstructed HEALTH metaphor demonstrates that TERRORISM in both British and Lithuanian media political discourse is perceived
through the concept of DEADLY VIRUS, which requires preventative methods and immediate response, otherwise it may lead to disastrous consequences. In this view, the concepts of STRENGTH (resistance to ‘virus’, preventative methods), CONTROL (immediate response, counter-terrorism measures) and ORDER (established by eradicating the ‘virus’) give evidence to political pragmatism when political problems are solved by ‘an-eye-for-an-eye’ principle.

Conclusions

The reconstructed TERROR metaphors in British and Lithuanian media political discourse allow indentifying the following aspects:

1. Despite the fact that data was collected from the media sources covering different time patterns, i.e. www.economist.com (2010) and www.politika.lt (2005, 2006, 2007, 2008), analogous metaphors of WAR (TERRORISM IS AN EVIL ENEMY / EXTERNAL THREAT), CRIME (TERRORISM IS AN UNPREDICTABLE AND DANGEROUS CRIMINAL / INTERNAL THREAT) and HEALTH (TERRORISM IS A DEADLY VIRUS) have been reconstructed.

2. Their use allows characterising British and Lithuanian politics in terms of pragmatic morality.

3. In this view, political decisions related to TERRORISM are motivated by such cognates as STRENGTH (prioritized for fighting ‘evil’, i.e. terrorism), CONTROL (eradicating the ‘virus’, i.e. terrorism), ORDER (capturing the ‘fearsome criminal’, i.e. terrorism, by thus establishing social order).

4. What raises concern is that the use of MILITARY, CRIME and HEALTH metaphors in media political discourse spreads the endless fear of terrorism, which might eventually lead to terrorphobia. The analysis also demonstrates the level at which journalists promote fear of terrorism by exploiting the image of terrifying war scenes, serious criminal activities and the deadly virus rapidly contaminating social order.
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